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Abstract 

This study aimed to examine whether or not using pictures with guiding 

questions gives possitive effect on descriptive text writing ability of eight grade 

students of SMPN 8 Mataram. Population of this study was 289 students and this 

study took 2 classes as the sample, it was 60 students. The sample was taken by 

cluster random sampling. The data were collected by using pre-test and post-test. 

Based on the result of the research, the mean score of the writing test that an increase 

occurred in the post-test, from 41.4 in pre-test increase to 67.4 in post-test. It means 

that using pictures with guiding questions helped students to improve their writing 

ability. The total of t-test value is 2.985, which is higher than the confidence level of 

0.01 (99%) showed 2.704, it means that Ho which stated there is no possitive 

effect(s) of using pictures with guiding questions to improve students’ writing ability 

is rejected but Ha which stated there was possitive effect(s) of using pictures with 

guiding questions to improve students’ writing ability fail to be rejected, or the Ha 

hypotheses is accepted. The result shows that using pictures with guiding questions 

gave 13.2 % from 100% contribution on students’ writing ability it can be concluded 

that the use of pictures with guiding questions gave moderate positive effect to 

improve students’ writing ability on eighth grade of SMPN 8 MATARAM in 

academic year 2017/2018. It was proved by the total value of t-test (2.985) that was 

higher than the t-table in the confidence level 0.01 (99%). Therefore, using pictures 

with guiding questions has a positive effect on developing students’ writing ability on 

descriptive text.  
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MENGGUNAKAN GAMBAR DENGAN PANDUAN PERTANYAAN UNTUK 

MENINGKATKAN KEMAMPUAN SISWA DALAM MENULIS TEKS 

DESKRIPTIF: STUDI EKSPERIMENTAL PADA SISWA KELAS VIII DI 

SMPN 8 MATARAM PADA TAHUN AKADEMIK 2017/2018 

Oleh: Meisy Legita Puri 

Jurusan Bahasa Inggris, Fakultas Keguruan dan Ilmu Pendidikan, Universitas 

Mataram 

ABSTRAK 

Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk menguji apakah menggunakan gambar dengan panduan 

pertanyaan atau tidak, memberikan pengaruh positif pada kemampuan menulis 

deskriptif pada siswa kelas 8 di SMPN 8 Mataram. Populasi penelitian ini adalah 289 

siswa dan penelitian ini mengambil 2 kelas sebagai sampel, yaitu 60 siswa. Sampel 

diambil secara cluster random sampling. Data dikumpulkan dengan menggunakan 

pre-test dan post-test. Berdasarkan hasil penelitian, nilai rata-rata tes tulis yang terjadi 

pada post-test, dari 41,4 di tes awal meningkat menjadi 67,4 pada post-test. Artinya, 

menggunakan gambar dengan panduan pertanyaan membantu siswa untuk 

meningkatkan kemampuan menulis mereka. Total nilai t-test adalah 2,985, yang 

artinya nilai t-test lebih tinggi dari tingkat kepercayaan 0,01 (99%) menunjukkan 

2,704, artinya Ho yang menyatakan tidak ada efek positif dari penggunaan gambar 

dengan panduan pertanyaan untuk meningkatkan kemampuan siswa. Kemampuan 

menulis ditolak tapi Ha yang menyatakan ada efek positif dalam menggunakan 

gambar dengan panduan pertanyaan untuk meningkatkan kemampuan menulis siswa 

sehingga tidak dapat ditolak, atau hipotesis Ha diterima. Hasil penelitian 

menunjukkan bahwa dengan menggunakan gambar dengan panduan pertanyaan 

memberikan kontribusi sebesar 13,2% dari kontribusi 100% terhadap kemampuan 

menulis siswa maka dapat disimpulkan bahwa penggunaan gambar dengan panduan 

pertanyaan memberikan pengaruh positif untuk meningkatkan kemampuan menulis 

siswa pada kelas VIII di SMPN 8 MATARAM pada tahun akademik 2017/2018. 

Terbukti dengan nilai total t-test (2,985) yang lebih tinggi dari t-tabel pada tingkat 

kepercayaan 0,01 (99%). Oleh karena itu, dengan menggunakan gambar dengan 

panduan pertanyaan memiliki pengaruh positif terhadap pengembangan kemampuan 

menulis siswa pada teks deskriptif. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background study 

In learning language, especially learning English, there were four skills to be 

learned; listening, speaking, reading and writing. As one of the two productive skills, 

writing was more difficult than the other skills, because students need to learn all 

aspects language such as learning grammar, vocabulary items and how to arrange the 

foreign word into sentences. Writing was one aspect of language skill, where 

someone expresses their ideas, mind, or feeling through written language. Harsyaf 

(2009) states that writing was transforming thought into language, it means that we 

need to think about the content of our writing first and then arrange the ideas using 

appropriate language. 

There were many writing genres that were used by writers to explore their 

thoughts and ideas such as descriptive, procedure, narrative, recount, report and other 

types of texts. Descriptive text is a text that describes or draw about something such 

as a person, animal, place or thing. The purpose of descriptive text to describe, 

explain and draw about the object and to give information to the reader about the 

object explained. Picture is one of good media in teaching descriptive text because by 

using picture the students will be comfortable and enjoyable when they learn about 

descriptive text. Pictures can motivate the students, make they productive and can 

generate many more words and expressions in writing because they will enjoy the 

lesson and can be more pay attention in learning descriptive text. 

Based on the results of observation this study conducted in grade 8th at 

SMPN 8 Mataram, it was found that students had difficulties in writing. The first 

problem was that students lack of vocabulary so that students got difficulties to 

arrange the words or sentences in order to create a text. The second one was that 

students were weak or had little understanding of how to make sentences. In that 

case, students got confused in deciding a good topic and students cannot explore their 

ideas in creating a sentence. The last problem was that student did not understand 



about grammar. One of media recommended by some researchers in teaching writing 

descriptive text was the use of pictures with guiding question.  

Here, before the students do a written activity the teacher firstly showed a 

picture and gives them key words. The teacher here given a stimulus or key words to 

the students in order to get idea before they writer. The main point of this technique 

was that the teacher gives a stimulus to the students, this stimulus would give 

feedbacks from some questions that given by the teacher, and the teacher could lead 

them to think more or we could say writing by guiding them using picture with 

questions.Thus, this study intends to analyze the positive effect of using picture to 

enhance eighth grade students of SMPN 8 Mataram ability in writing descriptive text 

by using guiding questions in academic years 2017/2018. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

Are there any positive effect(s) of using pictures with guiding questions on improving 

students’ ability in writing descriptive text at eighth grade students of SMPN 8 

Mataram? 

1.3 Research Objective  

The objective of this study was to examine whether or not using pictures with guiding 

questions gives positive effect on descriptive text writing ability of eight grade 

students of SMPN 8 Mataram. 

1.4 The Significance of  Research 

•  Practically, this study could be used to minimize the problem of teachers and 

students in the process of teaching and learning writing descriptive. 

•   Theoretically, this study could be one of the references in choosing the media in 

teaching writing. 

1.5 Hypothesis of the Study 

This study formulates two hypotheses, they were:  

•   Alternate hypothesis (Ha): “ there is positive effect(s) of using pictures with 

guiding questions on students” writing descriptive ability.  



•   Null hypothesis (H0): “ there is no positive effect(s) of using pictures with guiding 

questions on students” writing descriptive ability.  

1.6 Limitation of The Study  

This study was limited to only applying using pictures with guiding questions 

in teaching and learning process and the teaching material was limited to only 

teaching writing descriptive text. The material that discussed was descriptive text 

which able to examine students ability in identifying and making description based on 

the picture given. This study would be conducted at eighth grade of SMPN 8 

Mataram in academic years 2017/2018. 

1.7 Definition of Key Terms 

To avoid misunderstanding and misinterpretation about the topic, the following 

definitions of variables were put forwards: 

a. Writing 

Writing is one aspect of language skill, where someone expresses their 

ideas, mind, or feeling through written language.  

b. Picture  

A picture is a representation of anything (as a person, a landscape, a 

building) upon canvas, paper, or another surface, produced by means of 

pointing, drawing, engraving, or photography.  

c. Guiding Question 

According to Rob Traver (1998), a guiding question is a fundamental 

query that directs the search for understanding. Guiding questions can be used 

to get information, checking the students’ understanding, stimulating the 

students to think more, and asking the students’ opinion also.  

d. Descriptive text  

Descriptive text is a text that describes or draw about something, a 

person, certain place or things, such as the shape, nature, number and others.  

 

 



REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

2.1 Theoretical Framework 

2.1.1 Writing 

In principle, writing is a process to convey a particular message. It is one 

way used by people to communicate with other by expressing and explaining their 

ideas in written form. According to Harmer (2001:246) writing is productive skills 

which are different in many ways from speaking. 

2.2 Descriptive Text 

 Descriptive text is a text that describes a particular thing, place or certain 

person. While Boardman and Jia (2008) state that descriptive paragraph paints a 

picture with words so that readers can picture in their minds the objects or places 

you’re describing. 

 Based on Zemach and Rumisek (2005), a descriptive paragraph explains how 

someone or something looks or feels, a process paragraph explains how something is 

done. 

 From the definitions above, descriptive text is a text which aims to describe 

particular things, such as people, place, even unit of days, times of day, or season. It 

could be used to describe more about the appearance of people, their character or 

personality, as well descriptive text reproduces the way things look, smell, taste, feel, 

or sound. 

2.2.1 Characteristics of Descriptive Text 

To write a good descriptive text, this study must know the characteristic of 

descriptive text. The characteristic of descriptive text such as: 

1. Descriptive text use simple present tense, this text aims to describe something 

or fact so everyone will see it same. 

2. The communication purpose of descriptive text is to describe about 

something, creatures (human and animal), and certain place. 

3. The general structure of descriptive text is identification and description. 

4. This text often uses be (am, is and are) as the predicate. 



5. Descriptive text use adjective to describe form, characteristic and condition of 

the description object. 

2.2.2 Generic Structure of Descriptive Text 

Each text has its own generic structure (text organization). It should be 

mastered by students before they write a text. The generic structure of 

descriptive text consists of two parts: (1) identification and (2) description 

(Sudarwati and Grace, 2007:135). 

Generic Structure Function 

Identification Identifies the person, place, or thing to be described 

Description Describes parts, qualities, and characteristics 

 

2.3 Picture 

Picture is representation of anything (as a person, a landscape, a building) upon 

canvas, paper, or other surface, produced by means of pointing, drawing, engraving, 

or photography. 

2.3.1 Pictures to Teach writing 

There are several methods in teaching and learning writing. Among the teaching 

media, pictures are the common media to be used. Harmer (2001), “In teaching 

writing, teachers can use pictures – whether drawn, taken from books, newspaper and 

magazine, or photographs to facilitate learning”. 

As Wright (1989) says that picture can motivate the students and make they want 

to pay attention and want to take apart. He also says that picture is productive skill 

and pictures can be used in similar ways to promote it. 

From the statement above we can conclude that by  using picture as teaching 

media the students can be productive and can generate many more words and 

expressions in writing because they will enjoy the lesson and can be more pay 

attention.  

 



2.4 Guiding Question 

Traver (1998), state that guiding question is the fundamental query that directs 

the search for understanding. Question can have different purposes, for example; 

socializing, scene setting, checking vocabulary, checking learning and seeking 

opinion. By using guiding questions, it can be easy for the students to achieve their 

learning process better. Guiding questions can be used to get information, checking 

the students’ understanding, stimulating the students to think more, and asking the 

students’ opinion also. 

2.5 Using Picture with Guiding Question in Teaching Descriptive Text 

Many experts have explained about the nature of guiding question and one 

factor that interfere the students from knowing how to write well and correctly is the 

technique of teaching which is applied by the teacher. However, using picture with 

guiding question is a technique that can be used to teach writing of descriptive text. 

Through picture with guiding question, the students are helped to avoid serious errors 

as long as they see the picture, follow the direction and answer the questions given by 

the teacher before start writing. Furthermore, by using picture with guiding question, 

the students are also helped to focus on the ideas that they want to write and link 

sentences into coherent ideas in the target language. 

From the explanation above, this study assumes that picture with guiding 

question can produce a good descriptive text as long as the students focus on analyze 

the picture and answer the questions well, and it can also develop all aspect of writing 

descriptive text, such content, organization, vocabulary and language used. 

RESEARCH METHOD 

3.1 Research Method 

This study was an experimental study. There are two variables in an 

experimental study that was Independent variable was the variable which gives effect 

to the Dependent variable, while the dependent variable was the variable that affected 

by the independent variable. The independent variable of this study was using 

pictures with guiding questions and the dependent variable of this study was the 



positive effect of using pictures with guiding questions on descriptive text writing 

ability of eight grade students of SMPN 8 Mataram. 

3.2 Population and Sample 

3.2.1 Population  

A population was all the subject of the research (Arikunto, 2006). In another 

word, a population was the big research group chosen to represent all members of a 

group. The population of this study was the students of SMPN 8 Mataram grade VIII 

in academic years 2017/2018. The total number of students was 289 students divided 

into 8 classes. 

3.2.2 Sample 

A sample was a number of people chosen randomly from a great group. 

According to Arikunto (2006) sample was a part of the representative of the 

population which would be researched. This study took 2 classes as the sample. They 

are VIII A and VIII D, both of the classes are chosen randomly. They are taken as 

samples through cluster random sampling. 

3.3 Data Collection 

3.3.1 Kind of Data 

Kinds of data which was collected by this study are quantitative data. Quantitative 

data are numerical data which can be measured statistically. In this section, this study 

took student’s score in writing descriptive text based on pictures as the quantitative 

data to be calculated. 

3.3.2 Source of Data 

The source of data was the students of eight grade of SMPN 8 Mataram that are 

chosen as the experimental and control group. 

3.3.3 Data Collection Procedures 

Due to the purpose of this study to take the writing score from the students‟ 

answers toward the pre-test and  post-test given, then the 37 data were acquired 

through pre-test. Test was particularly useful for collecting information about writing 

ability on descriptive text. Test was a procedure intended to establish the quality, 



performance, or reliability of something, especially before it was taken into 

widespread use. 

3.3.4 Instrument  

The instrument of this study was a test, the aim of this test to measure the degree of 

students understanding about descriptive text was given with different treatments.  

 Writing test 

Writing test aimed to assess how students‟ ability in writing descriptive text 

in a form of score. Writing test would conduct in the pre- test and post-test. The pre-

test and post-test as the process of scoring their writing descriptive text ability. The 

material both in pre-test and post-test was in a form analyzing a picture and then the 

teacher asking the students to describe a picture with the direction. The aim of this 

test was to assess the writing ability on writing descriptive text.   

3.4 Data analysis 

This study then collected the data and began to find out the raw scores of the 

experimental group and control group obtained from the test. In collecting the data 

this study uses quantitative method. In the process of collecting the data, this study 

gives pre-test and post-test for both of the groups. Then, the scores of pre-test and 

post-test where calculated to get the means scores from both of the groups. Next, this 

study analyzed and interprets all of the data obtained by using t-test to calculate 

individual scores for both of the groups. 

RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.1 Findings  

In this chapter, the results of data analysis of the pre-test and post-test’s scores 

gained from both study groups are presented. The data was presented and analyzed to 

find out whether using pictures with guiding questions gave positive effect(s) in the 

teaching of writing descriptive text on the research subject. 

 

 



No. Subject 

Experimental 

group 
No. Subject 

Control Group 

Pre-test 

X1 

Post-test 

X2 

Pre-test 

Y1 

Post-test 

Y2 

1 AF 35 61 1 AA 40 52 

2 AMW 45 70 2 AC 45 65 

3 AR 40 70 3 AF 40 60 

4 ASA 48 62 4 AR 42 62 

5 DCW 30 60 5 DG 42 56 

6 DSD 32 46 6 DA 40 70 

7 DMA 38 55 7 DAA 52 60 

8 DR 40 60 8 EI 55 75 

9 EI 30 56 9 EAA 35 72 

10 F 48 60 10 GAAK 44 78 

11 FRD 30 55 11 HA 54 64 

12 I 30 56 12 HZ 40 64 

13 IWU 32 56 13 LMG 50 65 

14 IMA 55 70 14 LAN 68 80 

15 INDA 48 88 15 LA 35 58 

16 LH 50 76 16 MKD 54 78 

17 MAE 56 85 17 MP 60 82 

18 MAR 40 78 18 MAAS 44 68 

19 MASA 35 54 19 MNMA 42 54 

20 NH 30 47 20 NA 46 60 

21 NN 30 46 21 NUF 46 60 

22 NR 43 80 22 OM 44 50 

23 NA 30 70 23 RS 56 76 

24 NAP 38 65 24 RA 36 56 

25 RAR 56 88 25 RR 36 78 

26 RR 45 87 26 SN 56 78 

27 SP 55 78 27 SDP 56 70 

28 SA 48 80 28 SO 40 64 

29 Y 50 76 29 S 34 52 

30 YP 56 88 30 Z 45 62 

SUM 1243 2023   

 

SUM 

 

1377 

 

1969 

  

Mean 41.4 67.4   

  

Mean 45.9 65.6 



Increase 26  Increase 19.7 

Lowest 30 46  Lowest 34 50 

Highest 56 88   Highest 68 82 

 

4.2 Discussion 

Based on the data and the calculation above, the application of using pictures with 

guiding questions gave an improvement to students’ writing ability. It is seen from 

the mean score of the writing test that an increase occurred in the post-test, from 41.4 

in pre-test increase to 67.4 in post-test. It means that using pictures with guiding 

questions helped students to improve their writing ability. In addition, the application 

of using pictures with guiding questions gave positive improvement in teaching 

writing when learning descriptive text. It is seen from the result of t-test which is 

higher than the t-table. The total of t-test value is 2.985, which is higher than the 

confidence level of 0.01 (99%) showed 2.704, it means that H0 which stated there is 

no positive effect(s) of using pictures with guiding questions to improve students’ 

writing ability is rejected but Ha which stated there was positive effect(s) of using 

pictures with guiding questions to improve students’ writing ability fail to be rejected, 

or the Ha hypotheses is accepted. Furthermore, to be able to know the size of the 

contribution resulting from using pictures with guiding questions on students’ writing 

ability, the “eta square” formula can be used to calculate it. The result shows that 

using pictures with guiding questions gave 13.2 % from 100% contribution on 

students’ writing ability, it means that although the contribution is not that big, the 

effect of using pictures with guiding questions on students’ writing ability is 

positively improved based on t-test score. 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

5.1 CONCLUSION  

From the result and discussion chapter it can be concluded that the use of 

pictures with guiding questions gave positive effect to improve students’ writing 



ability on eighth grade of SMPN 8 MATARAM in academic year 2017/2018. It was 

proved by the total value of t-test (2.985) that was higher than the t-table in the 

confidence level 0.01 (99%). The result shows that using pictures with guiding 

questions gave 13.2% from 100% contribution on students’ writing ability it can be 

concluded that the use of pictures with guiding questions gave moderate positive 

effect to improve students’ writing ability. Therefore, using pictures with guiding 

questions has a positive effect on developing students’ writing ability.  

5.2 SUGGESTION 

Based on the results, this study offers some suggestions to be considered in 

using pictures with guiding questions to improve students’ writing ability in the class. 

5.2.1 The Teacher 

The teacher was recommended to consider using pictures with guiding 

questions as a model or method in teaching writing descriptive text because due to the 

result of this study it gave positive effect on the improvement of students’ writing 

ability.  

Before using pictures with guiding questions in class make sure that the rules 

and instructions of the method are clearly explained to avoid students 

misunderstanding that can affect the learning objectives.  

Besides, it was also important to consider the materials that will be taught by 

using pictures with guiding questions. Material that can attract students’ interest will 

be better when it is joined with the use of pictures with guiding questions method, as 

for instance using pictures with guiding questions is appropriate to teach writing 

descriptive text.  

5.2.2 The Students 

The students are expected to concentrate and pay attention to the teacher’s 

explanation in order to properly understand the material delivered.  



The students are expected to have a big social and sharing skill due to the fact 

that the method is one of cooperative learning that requires them to work 

cooperatively. 

5.2.3 Further Research 

This study still needs further research to strengthen the theory and the result. 

For those who are interested in finding the effect of using pictures with guiding 

questions in improving students’ writing ability in descriptive text are expected to 

consider the time spent in applying this method, class environment and how many 

times the treatment will be given, because those might affect the result of the 

research. 
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